l. INTRODUCTION.
We will be concerned with the existence of solutions of boundary value problems for the nth order differential equation y(n) f(t,y,y' (n-l) ,...,y ), ( ) where f is continuous on a slab (a,b) R n and satisfies a Lipschitz condition, on the slab.
A number of papers have appeared in which optimal length sublntervals of (a,b) are determined, in terms of the Lipsch[tz coefficients kl, < i< n, on which solutions of certain oundary value problems for (l.l) are unique; see, for example [I-15] . Of motivational importance in this work are the papers by Jackson [I0-11] in which he applied methods from control theory in establishing optimal length subintervals, in terms of the Lipschltz coefficients, on which solutions of conjugate boundary value problems and right focal point boundary value problems for (I.I) are unique. It then follows from uniqueness implies exlstence results due to
Hartman [16] [17] and (laasen [18] in the conjugate case and Henderson [19] COROLLARY 2. Let y be as [a Th.,r., . ,c .ay k < , < h and ! h, if y(t) and z(t) are solutions of (l.l) such that y(1),tl,) z(1)(t I'), O _< i _< n-h + -I, y(i+J-h)(t i) y(i+J-h)(tl), < i < h-l, a < t < t. S <_ th_ < b, an,',. [16] [17] and Klaasen [18] that the c,>,ljigate boundary value problems, and in particular those associated with the e,tctes on the maln diagonal, have unique solutions.
(This is the reason for the constraints on h and k.) For existence of solutions of the remaining problems associated with the array, we will use the shooting method coupled wlth an Induction along the subdiagonals on the array.
In that direction, choose any boundary value problem for (I) associated with the first subdlagonal (,u-l), where 2 < < h; that Is, e are concerned with solutions of (I) satisfying Y(i)(t2) Yn-B+(i+l)' <_ I < -I.
In applying the sho,->t[,xg method, let z(t) be the solution of (I) satisfying conditions associated with the (u,u)-positfon, z(1)(t) yi+, o <_ _< z(t 2) O, z(t)(t2 Yn-u+(i+)' <-i <-u-t, and define S y(n-)(tl)lY(t) is a solution of (I) satisfying y(i)(t I) z(1)(tl ), O _< i n-u-l, and y(i)(t 2) z(f)(t2 ), < i < -I. S $ since z(n-u)(tl) e S, and since solutions of the problems corresponding to (B,-I (n-P)(o k) yl(n-u)(Ok ), e have that, for each k, (-l)l+lyl({)(t) YJk ( 
